Banstead Woods’ magical world of Narnia

If you go down to the woods today... you’re sure of a big surprise

Characters from children’s classic “The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe” have been brought to life at an enchanting Narnia-themed nature trail.

Meet Aslan the Lion, spot Lucy Pevensey by the lamppost, see the majestic White Witch and even step through the wardrobe, complete with ‘coats’.

The figures, carved from dead wood by chainsaw, make use of the site’s natural resources.

Route markers depict native animals and wildlife.

The trail takes about half an hour to complete and is largely pushchair friendly though there are some gravel paths and steep inclines.

We’d love to see pictures from your visit.

Tag us @reigatebanstead in your tweets and Instagram posts or at LoveReigateBanstead on facebook.